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Procedures to Complete the Ad Altare Dei
Religious Emblems Counselor Online Training Tutorial
Welcome to the Online Training Tutorial. The following steps need to be completed for you to meet the
requirement for Religious Emblem Counselor for Boy Scouts members through the Religious Emblem
Program.
1. It is recommended that each time you start the Online Training Tutorial you start with the
prayer (see Opening Prayer Service).
2. The trainee must read the complete Online Training Tutorial and take time to understand all the
requirements. If there are any questions during the reading of tutorial contact OYYAM (Office of
Youth and Young Adult Ministry), phone (717) 657-4804, ext 327 or e-mail
oyyam@hbddiocese.org.
3. The Trainee must read the Counselor’s and Review Board Guide, and the Scout Manual.
4. After completing the Online Training Tutorial and reading the Counselor’s and Review Board
Guide and the Scout Manual, please complete the following forms and submit them to the
Office of Youth and Young Adult Ministry (OYYAM)( the forms are at the end of the tutorial) :
A. Online Religious Emblem Program Training Evaluation
B. DCCS - Religious Emblem Counselor Application
C. Membership Form – DCCS
5. After the OYYAM receives your forms, the Religious Emblem Committee will contact you to set
up a phone interview. After the phone interview the DCCS committee will issue you a certificate
of completion and approval to be a Ad Altare Dei Religious Emblems Counselor .
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Course Description for Ad Altare Dei Counselor Training
The Boy Scout Religious Emblem Counselor Training provides an overview of the Catholic religious
recognition programs for Boy Scout members. Participants will be introduced to the four religious
emblem programs in the context of Catholic youth ministry and its partnership with the National
Catholic Committee on Scouting (NCCS) and its partnership with the Diocesan Catholic Committee on
Scouting (DCCS). Participants should create an atmosphere to experience the training in a prayerful
setting that recognizes the counselor’s role as a leader in youth ministry.
Learning Objectives
By the end of the session, participants will be able to:
 Summarize the history of the relationship between Boy Scouting and Catholic youth
ministry.
 Understand the goals and components of comprehensive Catholic youth ministry.
 Recognize the counselors role as a leadership role in youth ministry in both the spiritual and
administrative functions.
 Name the four National recognition programs, their grade levels, and describe their main
components.
 Assist individual youth and families in efforts to:
 Obtain the Scout Manual and Counselor’s and Review Board Guide
 Work through the projects
 Locate and use related resources
 Apply for the recognition
 Celebrate the recognition in the faith community
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Opening Prayer
* Our dearest Father in Heaven, join us here in our midst, as we learn more about the purpose
of the Ad Altare Dei religious award program and how we can serve your call to be a Counselor
to Catholic Boy Scouts.
Help us in our journey to grow the faith of these young Scouts. They are all members of the
great brotherhood of Scouting. In Scouting they experience the wonderful adventure that lies in
knowing Your world, knowing themselves, and knowing their brother Scouts and Scouters. Lead
us to help them value the God-given right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness and to
share it with others.
As Catholics in the Scouting movement we understand Your love for each of us individually.
Not only have You given us physical life, but You sent your Son to initiate us into the divine life
by Baptism, Confirmation, and the Holy Eucharist. At the Last Supper, Jesus made a covenant
with us that He would be our God and we would be a member of the holy people, one of His
chosen family. Help us to spread this message in our counseling duties.
Support us as we bring this good news of God’s love and salvation to every Scout Ad Altare
Dei candidate. Open our minds and hearts in such a way as to increase our faith’s understanding
and its relationship to the Scout Oath and Law. Keep us on the path of righteousness by being
prepared at all times to be witnesses to our faith and examples to our youth. In Your name we
pray. Amen (This is an example. You may wish to improvise or have someone lead the opening
prayer.)
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What is Prayer?
Very simply, prayer is an awareness and a response to God, to the presence of the sacred in our lives.
Human beings have a strong, natural urge to reach out beyond ourselves and discover meaning in life.
Prayer is a means of communication with the God who made us; it is an attitude of gratefulness toward
life; it is an encounter with the divine presence in our world. It can include words, gestures, music,
colors, activity, and can be found in silence, with other people, in solitude, with friends and family, and
with strangers who share a common faith. Common human experience is filled with possibilities for
encountering the sacred and for coming to know God more deeply. Prayer can be individual, such as
journaling or reading scripture, and communal, as in celebrating the Liturgy of the World and Eucharist
with a parish or school community. Prayer can be discovered with the person of Jesus, and in the
presence of the Holy Spirit. It can be most intimately felt talking with a close friend or sitting by the side
of a quiet stream, meditating in an empty church, or walking in the evening twilight. Prayer points us to
the mystery of the divine presence that is at the very heart of human existence. Encountering the sacred
is an experience of grace, the loving and active presence of God in the world. Prayer brings us to a great
awareness of who God is in our lives and in our world. Praying constantly is living with a searching heart,
and lovingly responding to God’s presence with a courageous willing spirit.
Planning Prayer Service
When planning any prayer service, it is important to keep in mind several key points:
Who is gathered?
Why is this group gathered?
What is the focus or theme of the prayer service?
Planning Process
1. Select a theme of direction for the prayer experience.
 Morning or Evening Prayer, Light, Discipleship, Friendship, Life, etc.
 The theme can be written and included as part of the prayer or left to be
understood in the context of the prayer.
2. Select appropriate prayers: opening, closing, prayers of intercession, blessing. These can be
original or taken from printed sources. If you use printed material, you must acknowledge
the source. Copyright laws are strict and need to be followed.
3. Choose readings for the prayer service.
There should be as least one from scripture: you can have readings from other sources in
addition to scripture. Possible sources include writings of saints, theologians, spiritual
writers, and writings of other significant individuals.
4. Decide on a response to reading.
This can be a short reflection, a song, silence, brief sharing, etc.
Select Music:
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Can be used for reflection or singing.
Can be liturgical music, contemporary Christian music, appropriate contemporary
music, or instrumental.
Should be quality music, not simply what “everyone is listening to”.

5. Decide if there is some ritual action you wish to be part of this service. This should fit with
the service and strengthen the message of the prayer, and not simply be an addition for the
sake of doing something. Some examples of ritual actions are:
 A commissioning - of officers, ministers, etc.
 An anointing - using oil to confirm and bless one another.
 Creating a yarn table – can be used to effectively begin a prayer service by creating a
sacred space.
 Hand washing – can be used to communicate a role of leader servant,
based on John 13.
6. Prepare a worship aid if necessary.
If the assembly will be asked to join in parts of the prayer services, copies of the
words/music are necessary. Remember, copyright laws are in effect here also.
7. Decide on the prayer leader and assign a reader and/or reflection parts as necessary.
Possible outline
 Call to prayer
 Gathering Song/music
 Opening prayer
 Reading I – Can be scriptural, or from an appropriate source
 Response – Singing, period of silence, or instrumental music
 Reading II – Should be from scripture if first reading is from another source
 Reflection – May be prepared by an individual, group sharing, and song
 Ritual action
 Intercessory Prayer
Can be prepared or spontaneous
Can be followed by the Our Father
 Closing prayer
 Blessing
You are welcome to be creative with the outline. There is not a specific format that must be followed in
a prayer service, though a sensible, appropriate structure is important. This is different than preparing a
Liturgy of the Word and Eucharist which has it own distinct structure.
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Catholic Youth Ministry
Definition, Goals, Components, and Settings
In 1997 the U.S. Catholic bishops approved a statement on Catholic youth ministry entitled, Renewing
the Vision: A Framework for Catholic Youth Ministry. This document delineates the goals, components,
and settings for comprehensive Catholic youth ministry in the United States and serves as a guide for all
pastoral work with adolescents.
Most noticeably it calls attention to the entire faith community’s role and responsibility in fostering the
faith development and personal maturity of the youth. It calls everyone in the parish community, not
just those in leadership positions, to invite young people into the life, mission, and ministry of the
parish. Whether you serve on a parish committee, have a voice in visioning for the faith community, or
are simply a part of the assembly on Sundays and Holy Days, we all share in the role as young ministers .
. . we are all called to invite the young church to share their gifts and talents for the benefit of us all.
Youth ministry at its best reminds everyone that the young people are valued members of the faith
community.
Definition
Youth ministry is the response of the Christian community to the needs of young people and the sharing
of the unique gifts of youth with the larger community.
Goals
Youth ministry has three goals:




Ministry with adolescents empowers young people to live as disciples of Jesus Christ in our
world today.
Ministry with adolescents seeks to draw young people to responsible participation in the
life, mission, and work of the faith community.
Ministry with adolescents works to foster the total personal and spiritual growth of each
young person.

Components
Youth ministry is accomplished through eight components:
 Advocacy
 Catechesis
 Community Life
 Evangelization
 Justice and Service
 Leadership Development
 Pastoral Care
 Prayer and Worship
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Settings
Lastly, young ministry happens in four settings:
 [Directly with] Younger and older adolescents
 [In the context of] Family
 [In the context of] Parish
 [In the] Wider Community
Youth Ministry is . . . (1)
. . . drawing youth into the adventure of discipleship.
Goal 1: To empower young people to live as disciples of Jesus Christ in our world today. (RTV 9)
. . . helping youth to make the right connections.
Goal 2: To draw young people to responsible participation in the life, mission, and work of the Catholic
faith community. (RTV 11)
. . . growing young disciples.
Goal 3: To foster the total personal and spiritual growth of each young person. (RTV 15)
. . . responding to the needs and including the gifts of youth.
Youth ministry is the response of the Christian Community to the needs of young people and the sharing
of the unique gifts of youth with the larger community. (RTV 1)
. . . seeing youth as gifted and growing.
Renewing the Vision is most importantly an affirmation of the faith, gifts, energy, and fresh ideas of
young people. (RTV 2)
. . . seeing parents as partners.
The home is a primary context for sharing, celebrating, and living the Catholic faith, and we are partners
with parents in developing the faith life of their adolescent children. (RTV 21)
. . . seeing our parish as ready and able to respond to youth.
. . . if parishes are to be worthy of the loyalty and active participation of youth, they will need to become
“youth-friendly” communities where youth have a visible presence in parish life. (RTV 13)
. . . the wider community as collaborators and resources.
Community collaboration means building partnerships among families, schools, churches, and
organizations that mobilize the community in a common effort to build a healthier community life and
to promote positive adolescent development. (RTV 24)
…a relationship, not just a program.
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The comprehensive approach is not a single program or recipe for ministry. Rather, it provides a way for
integrating ministry with adolescents and their families into the total life and mission of the Church,
recognizing that the whole community is responsible for this ministry. (RTV 19)
. . . investing in youth with our time, attention and resources.
Renewing the Vision is a blueprint for the continued development of effective ministry with young and
older adolescents. Its expanded vision and strategy challenges leaders and their faith communities to
address these challenges and to invest in young people today. (RTV 7)

Note
1. This summary was produced by Tom East of the Center for Ministry Development and is from
the booklet Celebrate Youth: Renewing our Vision for Catholic Youth Ministry (Center for
Ministry Development, 1988). Used with permission.
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Counseling
• You have been called by God!
• Christ needs you …
•
...to introduce the Scout to the person of Jesus
Christ.

* Have you asked yourself, truly, “Why are you here?” (wait for answers)
* I truly believe that you have been called by God! You have been called to provide a service to
these Scouts wanting to earn the Ad Altare Dei religious award by journeying more deeply into
their Catholic faith. You may not have been called in the same fashion that God chose Saul,
who, we are told in the bible, was on his way from Jerusalem to Damascus to arrest followers of
Jesus when he had a vision of the risen Christ. Saul later became Paul and one of the greatest
evangelists and writers found in the New Testament. But you have been called!
* Christ needs you . . .and your understanding of Scouts of this age. Boys and girls feel
reluctant to get totally involved. At this stage in their life, they are restless, moody, bored and
awkward. They tend to daydream as a result of rapid spurts of growth that is taking place.
* Through the counseling relationship to these boys, you will be able to introduce these Scouts,
these Christian children, to the person of Jesus Christ. You will assist these boys and girls in
developing a personal relationship with Jesus Christ.

Counseling
WHAT IS A COUNSELOR?
• Leads Scout to
– Think more Adult-Like
– Experience Christ’s Love
– Be Just
– Use the Bible
* So what does the word Counselor mean to us? (Wait for answers!) You can think
of Counselor as an “Adviser” or “One who assists with Right Judgement”.
* Other thoughts as to where we can lead Scouts towards?
* An Ad Altare Dei counselor is an adult who lead boys and girls to thinking more
adult-like. As part of the experience of boys and girls growing into adult Christians,
you need to help these Scouts go beyond the surface answers of childhood. Deal
calmly and reasonably with their challenge to your authority. Use that challenge to
show how necessary it is for people to act responsibly in the Church today.
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* As their counselor, you help these Scouts experience Christ’s deep love for them
as individuals. You enable them to see their personal faith dimension. Show them
that you care about them. You show them that your caring for them is not
dependent on their behavior, rather that you accept them as they are, just as Christ
accepts each of us. You encourage them to explore their faith!
* Be impartial, just and above all, patient! Understand that most attempts to be
their “buddy”, friend, or to show any affection, will most likely be rejected. It is their
age. When you exhibit impartiality, patience and justice, you call and show them
how to become just persons. You will need to show Scouts that the Church is real in
their works and relevant in our lives.
* Encourage them to search the Scriptures. You will be using a Bible in all of the
steps for references to scripture. Help the Scouts look at early Christian
communities and see what served to build them up and what served to destroy
them.
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Counseling
YOU AS COUNSELOR!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interested
Understanding
Open
Flexible & Creative
Likable
Humorous

* Now, we know that you have been called by God to be an Emblems Counselor! Let me list
some of the attributes that you may even posses that support our belief that you counseling can
be an effective for the AAD religious emblem.
* Interested - one who is interested in youth and ready to be generous with his time in helping
others.
* Understanding & Accepting - one who is able to understand the Scout’s developmental
process and therefore able to accept them at their level.
* Open - one who listens to youth, permitting them to initiate, decide, try and even fail of their
own accord.
* Flexible & Creative - one who is open to changes, who can adapt and understand rapid and
continuous modifications of youth ideas, moods and cultures.
* Likable - one who will be accepted and liked by the youth. Not a stick in the mud!
* Humorous - one who enjoys life and can laugh at themselves and with others. Especially
youth!
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Counseling
YOU AS COUNSELOR! -(continued)
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledgeable
Communicative
Spiritual
Sensitive
Observant

* Knowledgeable - one who understand and agrees with all of the teachings of the Catholic
Church. This is very important!
* Communicative - one who can relate the Catholic Church’s teachings to youth. One who has
the ability to express themselves. Community is fostered through communication - speaking
and listening. You have the ability to get others to talk.
* Spiritual - one who is firm in their faith life and has the ability to share their faith openly and
easily with youth. You can also be prepared to demonstrate, through their actions, the
importance of their faith life to others.
* Sensitive - one with the ability to be sensitive to youth’s family situations and their personal
life, particularly in regards to the teachings of the Church.
* Observant - one who the ability to interpret the signals youth project about their feelings.
* I know that many of you may be feeling a little overwhelmed by these and may be saying to
yourselves, “I don’t possess all of these attributes!” But you do have many of them and you
have been called by God to serve. A prayer to God that opens each of your sessions with the
Scouts will provide you with the rest of the strength to become a great Counselor.
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Counseling
UNDERSTANDING THE SCOUT!
•
•
•
•

13 to 14 year old
Religious Instruction
“Does he have faith?”
Exploring faith

* Who is targeted by this program? The AAD program is designed to be used with adolescent
boys and girls who are 13 and 14 years old. So its focus is aimed at Boy Scouts or Venture
Scouts who participate in Troops or Crews led by an adult Scoutmaster.
* A problem we face today that was not present 50 years ago, or even noticed 25 years ago, is
the decline in the percentage of Catholic youth receiving some sort of religious instruction from
their parish. While the decline in the number of youth participating in such programs was to be
expected with the passing of the “baby boomer’s” generation into maturity, the decline in the
percentage of youth was not. Therefore, this religious award is a great opportunity to engage
Scouts more into their faith application.
* Even though this is a very serious problem, we must realize that if these youths are not
participating in any programs by our parishes, even not attending Sunday mass regularly, then
the question we have to ask is: “Do they have a faith?” “Do they believe in Christ?” “Do they
lack an understanding of their faith?”
* Because this can exist, you as the emblems counselor must have the ability to adjust to the
situation. You must be prepared if a Scout approaches you who wants to work on the AAD
(since his parents tell him he’s Catholic), but has no real personal conviction towards his faith.
How would you react to such a situation? (wait for some answers that build off the line
…exploring faith.) On reaction could be: “Let me help you explore your faith!” Also realize
that it is fine if a boy is there because his parents want him to be … in a way he is honoring his
parents’ wishes and that is good!
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Counseling
UNDERSTANDING ADOLESCENCE!
• Maturity roller coaster
• Why?
• Basic needs of youth
– Security/freedom

– Acceptance
– Idealism
* Adolescence is a time of great change for boys and girls. They find themselves in the midst of
biological changes affecting their physical, emotional and social life.
* They are on a psychological roller coaster. It is a period of great changes, frustrations and
confusion. It is also a time of enormous growth and maturing; a time of experimentation and
learning; a time of challenge.
* Their favorite word is “WHY?” Through this questioning (and challenging) they seek deeper
foundations and reasons for actions, values, principles, beliefs and opinions.
* The adolescent has some basic needs.
* The first is a sense of security and freedom. The freedom to search for himself, experiment
and explore new experiences. The security to do this comes from a stable loving base or home
environment to which he can return.
* Second, youth have a great need for honest, warm recognition and acceptance. This
acceptance is needed from both adults and peers. (This is a primary reason gangs evolve as
youth search for acceptance.)
* Third, they are idealists coupled with unbounded, uncontrollable and unlimited energy. Their
idealism needs to be appreciated and respected.
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Counseling
COUNSELORS BUILD TRUST!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen attentively
Understand the Scout
Summarize the problem
Give additional information
Don’t Give Advice
Offer multiple solutions

* This is a time of great excitement for the Scout and for you, the Counselor. It is a time of new
creation. It is a time of rebirth. It is a time of discovery. Another term we like to use to describe
your role as counselor is “facilitating”.
* Be a good listener and give the Scouts your undivided attention. This is hard to do. Many
times we have a tendency to start formulating an answer to a Scout’s question before the person
talking has even finished what he is saying.
* Ask yourself, “Do I really understand what the Scout is trying to tell me?” If you don’t
understand, ask some questions until you do understand. It is O.K. to spend a little time thinking
about the reply as well.
* Summarize the problem or statement, as this will keep the Scouts on track. It also provides
you with the opportunity to show that you are listening to what they are saying. You will also be
able to determine if in fact you do understand what they are saying.
* Give additional information. The lack of information may be the only problem that the Scouts
have. Whatever you do, do not try and fake an answer. If you do not know the answer, tell the
Scouts so, but that you will have an answer for them at the next session. Then make sure you
have the answer for the next meeting. (Make a note to help remind you!)
* Do not give advice. They don’t want your advice, only your help in understanding. If your
advice is wrong, you quickly loose credibility.
* Encourage the Scouts to think of more than one way to solve a problem or accomplish the
task.
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Counseling
COUNSELING TECHNIQUES!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repeat what was said
Acknowledge feelings
Be an empathic listener
Encourage expression
Ask scout “How do you feel about…?”
Ask leading questions

* As you work with counseling, you will develop certain techniques which will be good tools for
you to use. Here are a few you might want to start with:
* Restate in your own words what the Scout said. This serves many purposes. First it shows the
Scout that you are listening to what he is saying. It tells the Scout that you care enough about
him to take the time and listen to him. Second, it helps you know if you understand what he is
saying.
* Acknowledge his feeling. Some things makes us angry, disappointed, frustrated, reflective,
quiet, satisfied, tearful, surprised and even happy.
* Show that you are listening and that his problem is the only concern you have at the moment.
Listen empathetically! Empathic listening is the highest level of attention to listening ( for
example, if you were told that in five minutes you would be repeating all the information shared
on this slide with another group, you would focus your attention on listening empathetically to
every word I say).
* Encourage him to keep talking as long as there is still a problem.
* Ask him what he did or how he felt. A good point to keep in mind is that this can be a useful
tool that can be used in either a positive or negative fashion. We have a tendency, normally, to
use this tool only in a negative sense when the youth is relating something bad he has done. I
encourage counselors to ask different questions that spurs a Scout’s thinking, for example, “how
does this make you feel?” or “how would you feel if you were there?”
* Ask him leading questions. Don’t just give answers. Make a Scout think it through until he
has the correct idea.
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Counseling
YOUTH & YOUTH MINISTRY!
• Minister to Youth
• Abuse awareness
• Relationship based on Trust and Respect
* As an adult called to minister to youth, you accept responsibility for the care of the spiritual,
mental and physical well-being of the youth you serve. As in all ministries, certain risks are
inherent in its proper exercise.
* It is important to remember that you have been called by God to minister to youth.
* Today’s society has become much more aware of the existence, causes and scope of the abuse
of children. It rightly responds to the abuse of a child with revulsion and moral outrage.
Whenever an adult, who through an association with a church program or organized youth
program, is accused of misconduct with a minor, this outrage is intensified. Even though the
accused may be innocent, their personal ministry and the mission of the Church will more than
likely be irreparably harmed by the scandal.
* Ministering to you has been termed as a “relational” ministry. This requires the adult to
develop a personal relationship with the Scout that he/she ministers to. This relationship
between the adult and youth is one based on trust and mutual respect. It is through this caring
relationship that the counselor is able to foster the spiritual and faith development process within
the Scout.
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Counseling
MEETING PRECAUTIONS!
•
•
•
•

Keep in public view
2 on 1 counseling
Check references
Nurture spiritual need

* Adults must be cautioned, however, to act very wisely in these relationships with Scouts. In
order to protect the youth we serve and to prevent tragic accusations, the following precautions
should always be followed.
* Never let yourself become involved in a situation where you are alone or secluded with a
youth. If a youth desires a confidential conversation, make sure the discussion takes place in full
view of other people. For example, you can have a private conversation during the daytime in a
park full of people.
* Scouting guidelines require two-deep leadership. Always have 2 adults present with a single
Scout.
* Whenever a person volunteers to work with youth, it is imperative that a responsible and
knowledgeable person interview the adult. References should be carefully checked in order to
see that the individual has not had any previous complaints leveled against him/her. This is
especially important if the adult is either unknown or new to the local community.
* As a minister to youth, your primary mission is to nurture the spiritual needs of the youth.
However, you cannot effectively carry out your mission if the youth are being abused by others
through neglect, or emotional, sexual or physical abuse.
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Counseling
RELATIONSHIPS WITH YOUTH!
• Abuse disclosure
• Report to authorities
– Pastor

– Scout Executive
* A youth may disclose to you that he is a victim of abuse. Once you have cause to believe that
a youth’s physical or mental health or welfare has been or may be adversely affected, you must
report it immediately to the proper authorities in your state. All states have criminal and/or civil
penalties for failure to report such cases to the proper authorities.
* Since counselors have two resources connected to the Ad Altare Dei program, you can contact
the pastor of your church or contact the Scout Executive at your Council office. Both individuals
are knowledgeable of how to handle the information from there. You should share that
information that supports your cause to believe that abuse has taken place. For the sake of the
youth, do not share details with others outside of these two resources or the trust and respect
relationship established with the Scout will be harmed!
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Program Structure
AD ALTARE DEI - WHAT IS IT?
• Youth Ministry Program
• Faith Growth via the Sacraments
• Not Catechetical
* The Ad Altare Dei Program, like all programs utilized by the Catholic Church, is ministering
to the youth of our faith.
* The Bishops of the United States in 1927 recognized the Scouting program as an important
means of providing youth ministry. We as Scouters need to realize that the Boy Scout program is
not simply an outside civic organization that wishes to utilize our facilities, but rather a tool we
have for youth ministry.
* The Ad Altare Dei program is not a program to increase the Scout’s knowledge of his faith, but
rather a program to assist him in determining how that knowledge comes into play in his daily
life. He grows in the Sacraments by seeing how they come into play daily in his life.
* The Ad Altare Dei program can not be used as a Sacraments preparation program. It is a faith
growth program, not a faith knowledge program. A scouts knowledge and activity in Scouting is
a vital part of his learning experience.
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Program Structure
• Faith is a continuous, growing experience
• Faith Sharing & Building
• A Lifelong Endeavor
* This program is not a faith knowledge program, but rather a faith growth program. Faith
knowledge is that process which “teaches” the youth their religion. This function is the
responsibility of our catholic schools, our Catholic Christian Doctrine (CCD) or Religious
Education Programs (REP) that are conducted on parish levels.
* Faith Sharing/Building is that process in which we take the knowledge that the young scout
has acquired and show how it is put into practice every day of his life.
* During the AAD sessions, scouts will discover a personal relationship to Jesus Christ, Our
Lord and Savior. By sharing their knowledge with each other through projects among the faith
community, scouts can build a sense of service to the church that can affect their lives and the
lives of their loved ones for a lifetime.
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Program Structure
•
•
•
•
•

Connection with the Scout Oath & Law
Typically 60 to 90 minute sessions
Utilize Catholic Bible
Log Book for documentation
Retreat

* Christ is the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end. In the Scout Oath, a scout
pledges on his honor to do his best to God first. The last point of the scout Law reminds us of
our personal commitment of reverence towards God.
* Typically when a scout meets with his counselor to review the material covered in each
Chapter, the sessions last between an hour and an hour and a half. This provides time to discuss
the material, review progress, plan for application activities and provide for faith sharing.
* The AAD program booklet uses readings and biblical references from the St. Joseph version of
the New American Bible. Scouts working on the ADD should have a bible to study the
scriptures. It is most desirable if scouts work from the same “version” when preparing for the
different sessions. Sometimes when scouts share their readings, different versions may be more
difficult to understand. If a scout only has one family bible, then it can be used.
* The AAD program has been organized into a log book or journal where entries can be made.
For the most part, everything can be done in the book.
* The majority of the dioceses around the United States host an annual retreat or day of
recollection. Where available, scouts are encouraged to attend as part of the application of our
sacraments. If the Diocese does not host such, scouts can participate in a school, confirmation or
parish Retreat or Day of Recollection.
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Program Structure
PRESENTATON FORMAT - Youth Manual
•
•
•
•
•

Life Experiences
Activity
Faith Responses
Signoff
Follow-up

* Each chapter in the Youth’s AAD Scout Manual is divided into five sections.
* The first section (Life Experiences) examines situations from the Scout’s life and relates that
experience to the Sacraments.
* The second section (Activity) has various activities for the Scout to see this relationship in
action.
* The third section (Faith Response) provides the Scout with the opportunity to respond to the
call of God through the Sacrament. This is the part where a scout shows what they know and
how to place his belief into practice.
* The fourth section (Sign-off) has both the counselor and the scout certifying completion of the
chapter. The sign-off is a testament that the scout has explored that part of the AAD program.
* The fifth section (Follow-up) has the youth relating to his Unit Leader his progress on the
emblem. This can be done during the youth’s next Scoutmaster Conference. This Conference
(per the Boy Scouts of America) should not only take place at rank advancement, but rather
every 3 months to check on the Scouts progress. During this conference the Scout should update
the Scoutmaster on his progress for this emblem. It does not matter if the Scoutmaster is
Catholic or not. The scout does not have to wait for the sign-off before proceeding with the
program and the Scoutmaster can sign-off on more than one step at a time.
* The First Chapter has an ongoing activity which consists of the Retreat or Day of Recollection
and a Crossword Puzzle. The Scout will need to work on this throughout the program.
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Program Structure
•
•
•
•
•

Applicant’s Request
Parent’s Approval
Counselor’s Approval
Unit Leader’s Approval
Pastor’s Approval

* The first page in the AAD Scout Manual is a cream-colored application that needs to be
completed by all Scouts working on the AAD emblem. It is important that many members of the
faith community be aware that the Scout is working on his religious emblem.
* The Scout applicant requests his desire to work on this award. The content of the program is
designed for 13 and 14 year olds and typically takes Scouts 6 to 8 months to complete..
* Parents approve of their son working on the AAD and indicate their support and assistance for
him by signing their approval.
* The Counselor also provides approval to work with this Scout. All Counselors are trained and
approved by the Diocese before facilitating any AAD sessions.
* The Unit Leader certifies that the Scout is registered with the Boy Scouts of America and has
been active for a minimum of 6 months within the Troop.
* The Pastor must also approve, indicating that the Scout is a member of the parish and that he
has no objections to his receiving the AAD emblem if successfully completed.
* Do not tear this application page out of the manual at this time. Wait for the Board of
Review which will occur at the end of the program.
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On the back of the Application . . .
• Candidate’s Certification
• Counselor’s Certification
• Board of Review
* When all the chapters have been completed, the candidate will so indicate with his signature
on the back side of the application.
* The counselor will also indicate his certification of approval. The counselor will then contact
the Diocesan Catholic Committee on Scouting regarding the Board of Review date and
presentation instructions.
* The Board meets with each of the applicants and reviews their overall progress. Emphasis is
placed on the spiritual growth of the scout as evidenced by progress made by the scout from
chapter to chapter.
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Candidates Evaluation of AAD . . .
• Program effectiveness
• Feedback at conclusion
• Continuous Improvement
* To monitor the effectiveness and overall viability of the Ad Altare Dei religious emblems
program, the National Catholic Committee on Scouting requests that each participant fill out the
Candidate’s Evaluation of the AAD program. This is found on the cream-colored sheet on the
last page of the manual.
* This evaluation sheet can be sent directly to the National Catholic Committee on Scouting or
can be turned in at the conclusion of the Board or Review in a sealed envelope for forwarding to
the National Office.
* This is the basis for continuously improving the AAD program by making it relevant in the
scouting and church communities. It also maintains the program viability and applicability to
current church and scouting traditions.
* Signing your name to the completed evaluation sheet is optional.
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GOAL OF THE MANUAL!
• Chapters focus on the Sacraments
• Journal of progress written in Manual
• No changes permitted
* Ask yourself, “Is my reverence for God something I save only for Sunday?”
* The goal of this program is to help a Scout see Jesus Christ as a part of his day-to-day life.
Only by knowing Christ and the meaning of being Christian can we live the divine life. Spiritual
growth is the underlying goal. The Boy Scout Charter states that “no member can grow into the
best kind of citizen without recognizing his obligation to God.” Spiritual growth and Scouting
go hand in hand.
* The program is organized in chapters, based on the seven Sacraments. The seven Sacraments
are a primary means toward spiritual growth. A Scout is expected to be a regular participant at
Sunday worship. Part of the required work in this program is more clearly understood when the
Eucharist becomes the center of our faith.
* All journal entries, reports, and written work should be legible and neat and recorded in the
AAD Scout Manual. The book is examined by the Counselor as the Scout proceeds through
each chapter of the program. The journal entries serve as partial evidence of the completion of
the scouts learning objectives. It is also designed as a tool to help the Scout at the Board of
Review and to help the Scout in explaining his spiritual growth to others.
* No changes are permitted in the stated requirements for the AAD program. Additional
requirements may not be added. Scouts with special needs can easily complete the program,
since the counselor has enough flexibility to tailor the program as necessary.
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COUNSELOR’S GUIDE . . . Chapter Breakdown!
•
•
•
•

Goal of the chapter
General overview
Theological/Historical background
Question by question answers to the AAD Scout Manual

* The first part of each chapter in the Counselor’s Guide lists the Goal for that Chapter.
* The second part is a General Overview of the Chapter. This explains how the chapter is laid
out, the different points that will be developed within the chapter and how these points will be
tied together.
* The third part is the Theological/Historical Background or overview. During Vatican II the
Church examined its current teachings in light of the early church. The Church made many
changes to bring current teaching into line with the early fathers. They did a good job of
instructing the youth of the changes, but did not pass this onto the members already out of
school. This section attempts to explain the history of the Sacrament, as well as the current
church teaching.
* The last section is a step by step analysis of each part of the program. It discusses the intent of
the step, gives suggestions on how to proceed with the step and alerts the counselor to any
problems that may be encountered. Simply put, this section provides many of the answers set
out in the Scout’s AAD manual.
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Chapters of the AAD Scout Manual
Program Structure
•
•
•
•

Chapter 1: Sacraments & Sacramentals in our Daily Life
Chapters 2-4: Sacraments of Initiation
Chapters 5-6: Sacraments of Healing
Chapters 7-8: Sacraments of Service

* There are eight chapters in the Ad Altare Dei Scout Manual. Since we will cover each of these
in more detail in our next session, let me provide you with a brief overview of each of the
chapters.
* Chapter 1 covers Sacraments and Sacramentals in Our Daily Life. The goal is to help the
scout to recognize the signs of faith in his daily life, and to understand their importance.
* Chapters 2 through 4 cover the Sacraments of Initiation. As a member of Scouting, Scouts
join millions of adults throughout the world in the adventures of Scouting. In Baptism
individuals throughout the world join millions of people in the adventure of faith in Christ. As a
Scout grows in skills and leadership, he grows in character. As he grows in his knowledge of
faith and is fed by the Eucharist, he grows in his dedication to Christian values. As a catholic
Scout, he becomes a better Christian the more he makes Jesus Christ “the way, the truth and the
life” for himself. And through Confirmation, he begins to take on a role of Christian leadership
in his family, his troop his parish, his community and his Church.
* Chapters 5 through 6 address the Sacraments of Healing. The Sacraments of Christian
Healing are Reconciliation and Anointing of the Sick. Through the centuries of the Church,
these Sacraments have gone through radical change and are now positioned to better express
their true healing nature.
* Chapters 7 and 8 focus on the elements of Service. These chapters assist the Scouts in
investigating how ordination and marriage helps individuals grow in holiness, and witness
Christ’s love through their service commitment.
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Chapter 1 - Sacraments and Sacramentals in Our Daily
Lives
• Questions: What is a Sacrament? Why is it important to
me?
• Experience: Signs of Scouting & Everyday signs
• Transition: Signs used by early Church & Signs used in
the Church today
• Summary: Discover Signs of Sacrament & Signs in my
life.
* The main question during this first chapter is “What is a Sacrament” and “What is it’s effect
on me and my daily life?”
* The chapter starts by discussing the signs of Scouting with which the boy is familiar. These
signs include the Scout sign and the Handshake.
* You then move into the signs used by the early Church, and those used by the Church today.
There is much discussion on what these signs are used for.
* Then there is a discussion bringing both of these concepts together and we show how they tie
in together in our daily life.
(Note: Part D. On-going Program Activity - you can be flexible here in that many wonderful
programs are being held in the Diocese today that include Youth Leadership Conferences, Youth
Rallies, and Jamborees, in addition to traditional Retreats and Day of Recollections.)
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Ad Altare Dei Program
•
•
•
•

Symbols versus Signs
Sacramental versus Sacraments
Skipping Ahead
On-going Activity

* We have captured several tips and will share them with you as we cover each chapter. Here are a
couple that can provide some insight and assistance with your counseling.

* During this chapter, the difference between signs and symbols are discussed. Also be aware
that the Counselor will not be able to conduct the program without the counselor’s guide. The
Scout is asked to seek out the history of the Scout Handshake from the Counselor. The history is
only found in the Counselor Guide. Do not attempt to present the AAD program to Scouts
without following both the AAD Scout Manual and the Counselor Guide.
* Specific information is provided that points out the difference between a Sacrament and a
Sacramental. Many of the youth that we will be dealing with may not even know that
Sacramentals exist.
* A major caution for the entire program: There are many fun activities for the Scouts to perform
and participate in. Many scouts like to leap through the manual and do all the puzzles, and then
do the program. Don’t let this happen. Each chapter has been designed around the material that
has proceeded it. As you will see, all the puzzles tie together. Now, do you have to take the
chapters in Order? No! However, it is highly recommended that the first 4 chapters be taken in
sequence. If an appropriate Church activity occurs that will enhance one of the remaining 4
chapters, adjusting the order is acceptable.
* At the end of Chapter One, there is an ongoing activity, as mentioned earlier, that is worked on
during the entire program.
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Sacraments of Initiation
Eucharist
Confirmation
Baptism

* The AAD Scout Manual now goes into the Sacraments of Initiation. These Sacraments are
Baptism, Confirmation and Eucharist. This grouping should supplement the Scout’s experiences
since they are most likely familiar with each of them.
* It is through these outward signs that a person is brought into and publicly proclaims his unity
with God and the community of faith. A boy enters and grows in Scouting through the ranks. A
person also enters and grows in his faith a little at a time. By paralleling the youth’s Scouting
experience we attempt to relate each of the Sacraments of Initiation into the experiences of daily
life.
* The Sacraments of Initiation are chapters of growth to full adult membership in the
community of the Church.
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Ad Altare Dei Program
•
•
•
•

Question: How does Baptism relate to my daily life?
Experience: Investiture (Initiation)
Transition: Expectations
Summary: Prayer Service

* The main thing we examine in this chapter is how Baptism affects and relates to a Scout’s
Daily Life.
* We begin by examining his Scout Investiture or Crossover Ceremony. We talk about why he
joined and what he expected from the Troop and what the Troop expects from him. The
experiences from Cub Scouting and Webelos were simple, basic and fun. As the Cub moved into
Boy Scouting, there was a transition into higher level skills, expectations for leadership
challenges and an excitement for learning new things. The programs moved a boy from a parentfocused learning experience to a self-leading and learning adventure.
* The chapter then talks about the Scout’s Baptism and why his parent had him baptized. What
they expected for him from the church, and what the Church could expect from him.
* We finish the chapter with a prayer service that is in the Counselor’s Guide.
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Counselor Tips - BAPTISM!
• Ten Commandments
• Prayer Service
* Here are some tips in areas that can assist you in keeping your counseling techniques on a
positive role.
* There is a comparison between the Scout Law and the Ten Commandments. The Scout is
asked to examine the Ten Commandments and write down which Law fits that commandment.
The thing to remember is that there is no right or wrong answer. If the Scout has a valid reason
for that law to be associated with that commandment, then it is correct. (Here is an opportunity
for you to listen, seek understanding and encourage multiple solutions. As a counselor, this will
build trust and respect in your relationship.)
* There is a prayer service developed for the conclusion of this chapter and it is only found in
the Counselor’s Guide.
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Chapter 3 - Confirmation
• Question: What is the Spirit? How should it affect the Daily
Life of the Scout?
• Experience: Team Spirit
• Transition: Pentecost
• Summary: Prayer Service/Sending Forth
Discover the Holy Spirit in Daily Christian Life!
* The questions are: “What is the Spirit?”, and “How does it affect the Scout?” The point we try
and make with the Scout is “how to integrate this Christian Spirit into our daily lives.”
* We start by examining team spirit and it’s affect on each individual on the team. We talk about
good team spirit and bad team spirit, both individually and for the whole team.
* We then look at the spirit received by the Apostles on Pentecost. This Holy Spirit changed
their whole lives. The spirit changed the apostles in how they witnessed as a group and then
individually.
* As part of the Scout’s Faith Response, there is a service project where a Scout puts into
practice the “gifts” that he believes have been given to him by God. After personal reflection
and assistance from the Counselor, the Scout lists his gifts and then selects from this list a gift(s)
to develop and carry out a service project that reflects this gift in order to serve others. Here
again we have a prayer service which is also written for you.
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Counselor Tips - CONFIRMATION!
•
•
•
•
•

More than One list of Gifts and Fruits
Confirmation & Church Practice
Explain Oils
Eagle Scout Example of Scout Spirit in Action
Service Project
– List Gifts of Spirit in Life
– Use Gifts
– First Class
* A few more tips here to assist you!
* There is more than one list of the fruits and gifts of the Holy Spirit. These lists vary by
the Gospel reading being used; even the same reading can be different in various
printings of the same biblical version.
* Be aware that while Confirmation is the same, variations in church practice pertaining
to the reception of the Sacrament varies from Diocese to Diocese.
* Because of their importance to this Sacrament, oils are discussed here.
* The Scouts interview an Eagle Scout to compare the Spirit of the Eagle with the Holy
Spirit. What are the similarities and differences?.
* There is a Service Project in which the Scout is to list the Gifts of the Holy Spirit that
he has received and then, after choosing one of those gifts, the Scout performs a service
project. How long should the service project be? There is a reason for each service
project to be in the program. When the Scout realizes how the service project
exemplifies the Sacrament, he has completed the service project. For some, this will be
one hour, while for others it may take five to ten hours.
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Service Projects
• Purpose for each Project
• Nursing Home - Not at Christmas
• Be sensitive to scout maturity
* There is a purpose for each service project in the program. The projects should be
designed around these purposes. It is this purpose that the Scout is to determine
through his activity in the project.
* Many of these projects lend themselves to Nursing Homes. If this is the case, please
do not perform these projects between Thanksgiving and New Years. Everyone is trying
to do projects in Nursing Homes at this time. Try the middle of January or Valentine’s
Day.
* Also be aware that all Scouts can not handle all situations. You might have a situation
where the youth can work with youth but not with the elderly. Even the reverse can
exist. Keep abreast of the persons with whom the Scouts are working, and be prepared
in case a person the Scout is working with expires.
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Chapter 4 - Eucharist
•
•
•
•

Question: How Does the Eucharist Give me Strength
Experience: Family Celebration and Story Telling
Transition: Last Supper - Passover
Summary: Eucharistic Services Comparison and Sending
Forth

How the Eucharist United Me with my Christian
Past & Strengthened me for the Present and
Future
* The question here is: “How does the Eucharist Give Me Strength?”
* The experience that we start with is that of a family celebration; normally we would use
Thanksgiving. We talk about what goes on with the family reminiscing about old times and what
it means to be family.
* We then change to the Family Celebration of the Last Supper and talk about how the
celebration was a family celebration much like Thanksgiving. Like at any family meal, bread
plays a very significant role in our physical and spiritual well being. There is a bread recipe in
the Counselor’s Guide that can be baked and shared during this chapter.
* We summarize with a Eucharistic Service which is the culmination of the entire chapter.
There is an alternative service in the Counselor’s Guide that should be used only in case of
necessity where a priest cannot be found that would assist in the primary activity.
This is a good chapter to address the question, “Why did Christ choose to come into the world at
this time?” Look at where he chose to be born and live his life - in a desert environment with
dry and sparse living conditions. You may wish to relate the “Rule of the Desert - if one should
seek shelter and substance from you while in the desert, then you are obligated to provide it;
even if it is your enemy.”
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Counselor Tips - EUCHARIST!
• Sacrament Not Liturgy
• Longer than Other Chapters - Reflects Centralism of the
Sacrament
• Pastorless Alternative
• Counselor Guide Essential
– Manna
– Quail
– Role of Sacrifice
– Role of Faith
* Let’s keep rolling out those tips for you!
* In this chapter we talk about the Sacrament of the Eucharist, not Eucharist as Liturgy. As a
result, there is only one chapter on Eucharist in the AAD program.
* This chapter is the longest in the program. But this is supported by the fact that all other
Sacraments come from it. In many cases, the other sacraments take place within the context of
the Eucharist. Experience shows that you may want to consider covering all the Eucharist
material in two meeting sessions.
* There is a step that requires the participation of a priest. If this can not be accomplished, there
is an alternative in the Counselor’s Guide. Use this alternative only as a last resort. The
interaction with a priest can have a significant impact on a Scout’s development; again building
trust and respect for the priesthood and religious life.
* The Counselor’s Guide is essential in this step. We talk about many things that occurred in the
Bible. While we consider them miraculous, the act was not miraculous, but rather the length of
time it lasted. We also discuss the role of sacrifice and faith in the Church.
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Sacraments of Healing
* The Sacraments of Christian Healing are Reconciliation and Anointing of the Sick.
* Every society, community and family is brought together by its love, care, concern and
forgiveness of one another. As the Scout grows in skills and leadership, he fosters unity and
harmony among his fellow Scouts by accomplishing the task of living up to the Scout Oath and
Law; in particular, “helping other people at all times” and “doing a good turn daily.” This is
also expressed in the Scout’s Catholic faith through the Sacraments of Healing.
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Chapter 5 - Reconciliation
• Question: How is the Sacrament Important in My Life and
the Life of the Church?
• Experience: Broken Friendship
• Transition: Scripture Story of Prodigal Son and Good Thief
• Summary: Prayer Service they create
* The question here is: “Why is reconciliation important not only to the Scout but to the Church
as well?”
* We first talk about some broken friendships-broken friendships that have been mended and
those that were not. We look at why friendships haven’t been mended, and for those that have
been mended, the time needed for that previous level of trust to return.
* The transition is a study of either the Parable of the Prodigal Son or the Good Thief, St.
Dismis. The Scout chooses which one he wants to examine. If the group is large enough it
might be nice to have some Scouts take each parable.
* The chapter ends with a prayer service, but this time the Scouts will have to create the prayer
service themselves. This is a good chapter to share with them, “Be not afraid - God will be with
you.” This sacrament is not something to be feared. The sacrament allows closure in our
misdeeds and encourages us to reconcile our differences.
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Don’t Bail out!
* For some reason, we generally are not comfortable talking about the Sacrament of
Reconciliation. But it is essential that we overcome this and handle this section with grace and
dignity. We might think, “let Father do this as he can handle it better.” Don’t succumb to this
thought! By this time in the program, you should have a good personal relationship built
between you and the Scouts. If you bail out and let someone else handle this section, what
message are you sending to the Scouts? That relationship is gone!
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Counselor Tips - RECONCILIATION!
•
•
•
•

Longer Theological Background
Variety of Expression Media
Make Your Own Prayer Service
Frequency of Reconciliation

* Here are those tips again!
* Because of the long and varied history of this Sacrament, the Theological/Historical
Background is the longest in the book. It is there to help you overcome some of the
misconceptions behind this Sacrament.
* Throughout the program, there are various media of expression that the Scout can use. Do not
limit the Scout to what is in the book. With technology changing every day, we would have to
change the book every 6 months to keep it up to date in this arena. If the Scout is comfortable
with a specific media and can produce a worthwhile project, then let him.
* There is a prayer service requirement at the end of this chapter. However, we have not written
this one for you. Let the Scouts develop their own prayer service.
* Do not insist or force the Scout to receive the Sacrament while taking this program. We can
not and should not force anyone to receive the Sacrament of Reconciliation. That is something
between the Scout and God.
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Chapter 6 - Anointing of the Sick
•
•
•
•

Question: What is my role in Healing the Sick?
Experience: Their Sickness
Transition: Caring For a Friend
Summary: Prayer & Service to Sick

* The main question here is: “What is my role in healing the sick?” You can also explore this
role as mental, spiritual and emotional healing.
* We first look at when the Scout was sick. How did they feel? If there was one person that
they really wanted to see, who was it? ( Sorry Dad, it’s usually Mom.) Why did the Scout feel
more comfort from this one person? These questions are discussed in detail.
* We then ask about his relationship to a sick friend. How did he feel and what did he do.
* We conclude this Chapter with a prayer service and service to the sick.
Pearl of Wisdom: There is a tremendous spiritual connection or bonding that results with the
laying on of the hands for praying and healing. Encourage the Scouts to “lay hands” on the
person whom they are praying for to be healed.
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Counselor Tips - ANNOINTING OF THE SICK!
•
•
•
•

First “don’t”
Second “don’t”
Baptism Covered
Service Project/Nursing Home

* These tips cover two major DON’TS to be considered in the Chapter.
* First, do NOT refer to this Sacrament by its pre-Vatican II name of Extreme Unction or the
Last Rites. This Sacrament can be given to anyone who is sick to bring them comfort. A person
does not have to be hospitalized or in danger of death to receive this Sacrament.
* Second, do NOT promise physical healing as a result of this Sacrament. Physical healing may
occur, but is is not promised through this Sacrament. This Sacrament deals with spiritual
healing.
* There is a question in the Chapter that deals with the Sacrament of Baptism. Because of the
nature of this question, we felt its placement here made more sense.
* As far as the service project, please respect the timing of the year and seasonal events as
discussed earlier.
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Sacraments of Service
* God calls each of us to live out special vocations within the faith community. We are called to
give service within the Church through the vocation of single, religious, married or ordained life.
The vocations to the religious life or to the single life are recognized by the Church as important
means for individuals to respond to the needs of the Church and to God’s call.
* Those called to the ordained ministry or married life receive a special Sacrament. Because of
their roles within the faith community, these individuals need the added strength received from
the Sacraments of Holy Orders or Marriage (Sacraments of Service).
* We have traditionally looked at these two Sacraments as serving opposite functions in the
Church. In reality there are many similarities between them.
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Chapters 7/8 - Holy Orders & Matrimony
• Question: How by the reception and living of the Sacrament
(Sign) are they the Sacrament (Sign)?
•

Holy Orders

Matrimony

• Experience: Scout Spirit
• Transition: Call of the Apostles
• Summary: Media Appreciation

• Team Spirit
• Creation/Natural
Order
• Media Appreciation

Understanding of How the Sacraments Help Growth in
Love Through Ministerial Service and/or Each Other
* When you look at these two chapters in either the Scout’s Manual or the Counselor’s Guide,
you will notice that they run parallel with each other. The main point in these chapters is to show
when we receive the Sacrament (Sign) through our actions, we become the Sacrament (Sign).
* Now let’s list both Holy Orders and Matrimony side by side and see how the chapters will
parallel the experiences, transition and summaries.
* Again we start by talking about spirit and how it affects lives. We talk about Scout Spirit for
the priest and team spirit for the married couple.
* For the priest, we look into the three part call of the Apostles. In marriage, we look at
Creation and Natural Order (Genesis 2:) in the Bible.
* There are interviews that are conducted. We complete the Chapter with Media appreciation
expressions that hopefully will be shared with the person interviewed.
Pearl of Wisdom: Get a priest or associate pastor involved. Sometimes there is even a retired
priest who might be available. When exploring Appendix E - Rite of Ordination of a Priest, it is
very enlightening to have the priest share how he felt during each step! There are also videos
available from the ministry offices on ordination to supplement the chapter.
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Counselor Tips - HOLY ORDERS & MATRIMONY
•
•
•
•
•

Parallel Sacraments & Appendix G
Selection of Priest & Married Couple
Yes ,You can Talk to a Bishop
Select practicing Catholics
Broken Homes & Divorce

* Ready for a just a few more tips?
* These two chapters are presented in parallel. Appendix G in the Scout’s Manual gives a good
example of the parallelism within the Rites.
* These Chapters require interviews of clergy and married couples. It is up to the Scouts to
select the people to be interviewed. This can be done either individually or as a group project.
You, as counselor, should meet with the people to be interviewed several weeks in advance to
prepare them for the session. A copy of what the Scouts are working on is very helpful.
* As for the clergy interview, the Scouts can interview any Deacon, Priest or Bishop. As one
Bishop shared at one of the National Meetings when we were saying “the Bishop is too busy,
don’t bother him,” he stated, “I appreciate the concern, but please give me the opportunity to
allocate my own time.” Another thing to keep in mind is that the clergy are just like you and
me; they are human. There are some priests who just cannot handle teenagers. They have
nothing against you, the AAD, or the Scouting program; they are just not comfortable around
teenagers. Respect their feelings on this matter.
* When selecting a married couple, it should be the Scout’s parents, if possible. If you become
involved in selecting a couple to be interviewed, ensure that the couple are good, practicing
Catholics.
* Be aware that you will most likely be dealing with one or two Scouts who are from broken
homes. Please respect their feelings and problems. Above all, do not condemn or condone their
parents’ choices. We do not know all of the circumstances.
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• Cannot Change any Requirement
• Can Adapt for Circumstances
• Inform Review Board

Special Needs Scouting
* The program was designed and approved for use by the National Catholic Committee on
Scouting, under the auspices of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. No one has the
authority to change, add, or delete anything in this program without the express permission of the
National Catholic Committee on Scouting.
* So what do we do about those who have special needs? The feeling of the National Catholic
Committee on Scouting is that no changes to the program can be made. There is enough
flexibility in the methods the Counselor can use to successfully conduct the program with those
who have Special Needs.
* One caution should be voiced here! If you have a Scout with a Special Need, please inform
the Review Board of this condition so that they can properly evaluate the work the Scout has
performed.
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Board of Review
•
•
•
•
•

Peer Review
Faith Growth versus Knowledge
Open Book - Comfortable Feeling
Flunkable
Review
– Youth
– Counselor
– Program

* The review for the Ad Altare Dei emblem should be a peer review. It should have at least two
youth and an adult and if possible a member of the clergy. This is not a change, but a procedure
that has been in place for at least 15 or more years and many do not know about it.
* The review is not a rehash of the program nor a test of the knowledge that the Scout has about
the Sacraments. It is a review about “how the Scout has grown in Faith”.
* The Board should be conducted in a warm, friendly and comfortable setting. Both the Scout
and the reviewers should be at ease. The Board of Review should be an open book exam and
leave the Scout with the feeling that he was fairly treated and enjoyed the experience.
* It should be noted that the Board of Review is not to be considered a “guarantee pass”. If the
Scout has not completed the program or is deficient in any manner, he should be turned down.
This is done with extreme care and an understanding by the Scout of where the deficiencies are,
along with a plan to correct them.
* Remember that the review process focuses on the Scout; however, an outcome is the fact that
counselors are being reviewed on how well they presented the program. Also, it is an
opportunity to review the effectiveness of the program with the Diocese.
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Ad Altare Dei Program
Counselor Tips - BOARD OF REVIEW!
• No Final Exam
• Friendly Setting
• Constructive
– Youth
– Counselor
– Program
– Reviewers
* Some final tips!
* The Board of Review is not a Final Exam. It is a review of the faith growth of the Scout. It is
not a test of his religious knowledge.
* The Board of Review should be conducted in a friendly setting; one in which everyone is
comfortable and no one is on the hot seat!
* The Board of Review is constructive for all concerned.
* The Scout should feel that it was a good experience; one where he comes out trusting and not
fearing.
* The Counselor should get the feeling that he/she did a good job; and if not, where are his/her
shortcomings and how to correct them.
* We always look for ways to continuously improve the program. Make sure the evaluation
sheets are filled out and forwarded to the National Scout Office in Dallas (or turned in at the
Board for direct mailing to Scout Headquarters) since this is the only means we have of changing
the program.
* The reviewers should always feel that they have been successful and have learned something
from the experience.
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Ad Altare Dei Program
No Copies
• Review
• Presentation
* The Ad Altare Dei program manuals are copyrighted by the National Catholic Committee on
Scouting and therefore cannot be copied. The cost of the manuals are purposefully kept very low
so that all Scouts and Counselors can afford them.
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How the Emblem is worn

* The emblem is a bronze cross suspended from a ribbon of papal colors yellow and white, with
a fine red, white and blue strip down the center of the ribbon. A bronze bar pin surmounts the
top of the ribbon with the inscription “Ad Altare Dei” on it. This emblem may be worn on the
left breast pocket of the Boy Scout Uniform shirt.
* The religious emblem square knot for the Ad Altare Dei emblem is a cloth, silver knot on
purple, No. 5014, and may be worn by youth members or Scouters who earned the emblem as a
youth. The miniature device worn with the youth religious emblem square knot indicates
emblems earned as a youth. Embroidered knots represent pin-on medals or around-the-neck
awards and are designed for greater convenience of the wearer.
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Summary
• Scripture (St. Joseph version New American Bible)
• All Application Approvals (Parent, Counselor, Unit
Leader, Pastor)
• Journal Checked
• Board of Review & Evaluations
• Awards
* For each of the scripture references in the manual, the use of the Catholic Bible is required.
The version of the New American Bible was used in the preparation of this program. While it is
not mandatory, you may find it helps greatly if everyone is using the same version.
* Prior to beginning this program with any scout, make sure that he has completed the
“Application”, with all the necessary signatures. This application exists to prevent the Scout
from being denied the emblem after having completed all the work because of a problem existing
at the troop, parish or home level. Do NOT let him tear this page out of the manual … wait until
the Board of Review which will occur at the end of the program.
* When all three parts of each Chapter have been completed, you should review the work. With
only a few exceptions, all work can be completed in the Scout’s manual. Some Scouts may find
it helpful to use a computer instead of their manual. This is acceptable, but you should still
review the work.
* Prior to having the Scout appear before the Board of Review, the Counselor will verify that:
all chapter work is completed (including crossword puzzle and retreat/day of recollection);
appropriate chapter signatures are affixed, application signatures are affixed, proper award fees
are paid, a program evaluation is completed and placed in a sealed envelope and the journal
(Scout’s Manual) is completed.
* The AAD awards are presented at the annual DCCS retreat in September. Recognition is also
usually given to the Scout at his home Church.
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Ad Altare Dei Review
• Did we meet all expectations?
• Additional helpful resources
• Closing Prayer Let’s review our sheet of expectations that we developed when
we opened our training session. (Go over each point and ensure that each item has been
addressed adequately and that the participants are satisfied with the information
delivered.) Does anyone have any other questions?

* We have shared with you several reference items that can be very helpful tools when
counseling Scouts on the AAD. (Point to a table where these references are located or list a
couple of those that are very worthwhile.)
* I would like to ask one of our participants to lead us in our closing prayer.
God bless you all for coming and have a safe return home.
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NCCS Scout Religious Emblems by Age

Regligious
Emblems
Light of Charist
Par Vuli Dei
Ad Altare
Dei(1),(2)
Pope Pius XII
(1)
Pope Pius XII
(2)

Age Range
6-7
8-10

Age
6

Age
7

Age
8

13-14
15-18

3

15-20
Note
1. Boy Scouts
2. Venturing Crew Members
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Age
9

Age
10

Age
11

Age
12

Age
13

Age
14

Age
1518

Age
1520

RELIGIOUS EMBLEM COUNSELOR PROGRAM TIPS
First it is very important that you carefully read the Religious program overview booklet and
choose the appropriate program for your youth. Then order the materials and carefully read
thorough the program before you begin. If you have any questions please contact OYYAM 717657-4808 Ext. 327, e-mail OYYAM@diocesehbg.org. Please remember these programs are not
to be like school and therefore, it is best not to work on the program at every meeting. Here are
some practical suggestions that may help.
1. Choose a program that fits the grade or ability of the youth you are working with. .
2. Be sure that the group is ready for this type of program. Timing is everything.
3. Be sure to read through all the required Scout Manual and Counselor’s and Review Board
Guide to become familiar with what is involved.
4. Line up some extra resources such as a priest, sister or religion teacher who can help you
with some of the requirements, if necessary.
5. Each Scout is to have his own manual.
6. Prepare ahead questions to help you with the discussions that are required in some of the
programs. You will find some youth may have questions, which will promote further
discussion on specific topics.
7. If you need clarification of any of the program steps, please feel free to call the OYYAM for
help or seek help from your extra resource person.
8. Although most of the requirements are specific, there is some freedom for originality in
some of the programs. If you are in doubt, though, please check with the OYYAM.
9. Look for timesavers.
Example: If you are working on a requirement for a Penance Service – see if your parish is
offering one in the near future, instead of planning one on your own.
Example: Baptism Service – check when your parish holds Baptism services and ask to
attend.
10. Check the Resource lists for some special resources available.
Diocese of Harrisburg website:
Select “Religious Education”
Select “Links & Resources”
Under Catechetical DVD & Video Resource Center
Select “current listing of resources by category”
11. The final step to all programs is to complete all the necessary paperwork and forward it to
the OYYAM. We require at least 2-3 weeks to fill all orders. (Usually has to be completed and
received by OYYAM in early August.) The Ad Altare Dei emblem will presented at the
September DCCS retreat.
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Notification of Completing the Online Training Counselor Tutorial
Thank you for completing the Online Training Tutorial.
Please complete the following steps to meet the requirements for Religious Emblem Counselor Training
through the Religious Emblem Counselor training Program.
1. The trainee must read the completed Online Training tutorial and take time to understand all
the requirement. If there are any questions while you are reading the tutorial, contact OYYAM
(Office of Youth and Young Adult Ministry), phone (717) 657-4804, ext 327 or e-mail
oyyam@hbddiocese.org.
2. After completing the Online Training Tutorial, please complete the following forms and
submit them to the Office of Youth and Young Adult Ministry (OYYAM):
A. Evaluation of the Ad Altare Dei Religious Emblem Counselor Online Training
Tutorial link to the evaluation AAD 15_03 form click here.
B. DCCS - Religious Emblem Counselor Application link to the application form AAD
14_04 click here.

C. DCCS Membership Form – link to the application form AAD 15_05 click here.
3. Forward the completed forms to:
oyyam@hbddiocese.org
Diocese of Harrisburg
Office of Youth and Young Adult Ministry
4800 Union Deposit Read
Harrisburg, PA 17111
4. If you have any questions, please contact OYYAM (Office of Youth and Young Adult
Ministry), phone (717) 657-4804, ext 327 or e-mail oyyam@hbddiocese.org.
5. After the OYYAM receives your forms, the committee will contact you to set up a phone
interview. After the phone interview the DCCS committee will issue you a certificate of
completion and approval to be an Ad Altare Dei Religious Emblem Counselor .
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Evaluation of the Ad Altare Dei Religious Emblem Counselor
Online Training Tutorial (AAD 15_03)
Date completed of online training: ______________________________________
Name of Trainee: _____________________________________________________
We ask that you take a few minutes to help us evaluate this online training session. Your comments will
help us improve the online training session.
1. What was the most helpful?

2. What was the least helpful?

3. Suggested changes to the online training.

4. Do you feel more confident now?

Please rate the online training 1 though 5 with 5 being the highest rating, and 1 being the lowest rating:
5. Did the online training meet your expectations: _______
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DIOCESE OF HARRISBURG CATHOLIC COMMITTEE ON SCOUTING (DCCS)
Mailing list addition of DCCS membership (AAD 15_05)
Check appropriate list:
Retreat Mailing_____

Recognition Mailing____

DCCS Membership_____

Name ____________________________________ Phone NO. __________________
Address _____________________City __________________ ST.___ Zip Code _____
FAX NO. ____________________________ E-mail ___________________________
Parish _______________________________ City_____________________________
County______________________ Pack/Troop/Crew NO. _________________
Location Council _____________________ Leadership Position ___________________
If you are requesting membership on the DCCS please check a committee preference from the list
below. Committee members are expected to actively participate with the committee of their choice and
attend DCCS committee meetings.
Membership ____
Religious Emblems ___
Communications/Publicity ___
Scouter Development Team ___
Local Council Catholic Committee ___

Retreat Program____
Retreat Procurment ___
Unit Recognitions ___
Chaplain Aid ___

Others
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
Submitted by DCCS Member or Committee Chair ______________________________
DCCS Chair _________________________________
Added to list ____/____/______
Forward Application to: Membership Chair.
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Religious Emblem Trainer Application (AAD 15_04)
Notification of completed Online Training Tutorial
For:

Ad Altare Dei Counselor:
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Name:

Address:

City:

Zip:

State:

Home Phone:

Cell Phone:

e-mail address

Scouting Unit No.

Scout

Affiliation:

Council:

Scouting Positions
Held:
Parish:
City:
You must be in compliance with Diocese of Harrisburg Youth Protection Policies
before you are approved as a religious emblems counselor or facilitator.
Are you in compliance with the Diocese of Harrisburg

Yes

Youth Protection Program?

No

Are you a practicing Catholic:

Yes:

No.

Additional Information:

Trained by :

Date:

Send to: DCCS Chair, Diocesan Catholic Committee on Scouting
4800 Union Deposit Road, Harrisburg, PA 17111
DCCS Application Approved by:

Date:

File:DCCS\DCCS Training\DCCS Online Training\AAD 15_04 Religious Emblem AADI Trainer Appl.docx Rev 10/7/2010
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Closing Ceremony and Prayer

Closing Ceremony:
Leader
- Today we call to service these Adults to serve as Religious Program Trainers for the
boys, girls, and adults in their local areas.
(Call each up to receive their training certificate.)
Closing Prayer:
-Creating God, you gift us with many blessings.
You give us the talent and skill to serve you and these young men and women.
Through the power of your Spirit may we, like Jesus share the Good News
of your love in our living and ministry.
We ask this in Jesus’ Name.
All:
AMEN
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